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The annual meeting of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' As-
sociation will be held November 16, 17, 18 and 19. It is ex-
pected that the repo~'ts of Committees will be printed 3llf1
distributed before the meeting; this should enable members
to thoroughly digest the reports and be prepared to discuss
the matters therein referred to. By this means the objects and
purposes of the meeting will be more nearly carried out than
heretofore, and much benefit should be derived from the clIs-
cussion.
For some J'ears it has been the custom to call the meet-
ings for :Monday and Tuesday in order to enable the :Man-
agers to return to their homes by the Tuesday steamers; but
plantation business usually required a considerable portion
of their time and the meetings suffered in consequence; this
year it has been decided to extend the meetings over a num-
ber of days beginning with 'Wednesday, and to adjourn each
day early enough to enable the members to transact theil'-
other business.
THE HAWAIIAN PLANTERS' MONTHLY
In the Century :Magazine for October there appears an
account (lIf the discovery of a method of inoculating the soil
with bacteria which absorb from the air and impart to the
plant and surrounding soil a supply of nitrogen.
The substance of the aI'tide is as follows: The beginning
of investigation which resulted in the discovery dates back
some years when a German scientist found that legum-
inous plants obtain their nitrogen from the air and not from
the nitrates in the grouIld, and that such plants leave the
soil in better condition than before. The nodules or tuber-
cles found on the roots of clover and upon other plants of a
similar character were determined to be not disease spots or
wounds, as had been supposed, but living bacteria, and the
larger the nodule the more healthy and vigorous the plant;
and that these bacteria are constantly, during the life of t.he
plant, absorbing notrogen from the air and imparting it to
the soil and plant.
It occurred to a German professor-Nobbe-that if these
bacteria could be bred and distributed into the ground
legumes would grow in barren soil, and that by giving the
soil the nitrogen which it lacked, a rotation ,of crops would
be feasible. He proceeded to breed colonies of the germ:!
ann formed a compan)" for putting them on the market
under the name of nitraf/in. This was widely advertised and
his bottles of nitragin had a large sale for a time, but the
promised miracles did not materialize, and the experiment
was for a time being dropped.
It fell '('0 the lot of Doctor George T. Moore of the Ullit€:d
St;l.tl'S Department of Agriculture, 10 carryon the experi-
n1f~nt to a successful and practical linisfl. Following along'
the lines of research of Professor Nobb~ he ascertained l:hat
Noble's bacteria were so highly bred and overfed that they
buaT:le weakened and when tmned Oli.t 10 hustle for th~lJJ­
selves invariabl;y perished. Dr. :Moore fed his bacteria with
little more than enough to keep their appetites sharpened
and to stimulate their desil'e to obtain more nitrogen. By
continuing this be developed a hardy, vigorous bacteria,
which when turned into the ground prospered and the
nodules which they formed grew to large size.
"Having secured a type of bacteria, the nitrogen fixing
power of which was pel'manent, the next step was to obtain
a simple means of distributing them to the persons who de-
sire to inoculate their land. Expel'iments showed that bac-
teria when grown upon nitrogen-free media will retain
their high activity for a long time if carefully dried out and
revived in a liquid medium. Dr. l\Ioore also discovered that
by using some absorbent like cotton, a small piece of which
will soak up millions of the organisms, and then by allow-
ing these cultUl'es to become dry. the bacteria can be sent to
any part Df the world and yet arrive in pel'fect condition."
The discovel'y was patented by Doctor 1\1oore and by him
deeded to the Department of Agl'iculture of the United
States in trust for the Amel'icall people, and for some
months past the Department of Agriculture has been mail-
ing to farmers desil'ing to inoculate- their land material sum-
dent for seYeral aCl'es. put up in three packages with full
directions for the breeding' and feeding of the germs and the
inoculation of the soil or of the seeds to be planted.
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Yield per acre Per
Original after Grain Grain cent.
yield inoculated 111 in of
per acre. crop. weight. value. gain..
. After red clover
Cotton ........ 932 lbs. 1304 lbs. 372 lbs. $44·64 40-
After crimson clover
Potatoes •••• 0 • 67.8 bush. 102.2 bush. 34.4 bush. IS· 50'
After velvet beans
Oats .......... 8'4 33.6 bush. 25·2 9 300
After mcliIotus
Wheat ......... 18.6 26.9 bush. 8·3 6·50 46
After peas
Rye •• 0 •••• 0 ••• 4·5 23·5 bush. 19· 9·85 400.
'rhe results have been most surprising and satisfactory.
Statistics have been carefully kept and numeron.s instances
are shown, where inoculated seed has been sown in poor
01' barren soil and crops have been obtained which far ex-
ceed those grown upon the best and most fertile land. The
article is replete with cuts showing comparisons of the re-
sults obtained from inoculated and uninoculated seed.
Carrying the experiments further it is shown that cotton,
wheat, rye, oats, etc., planted after inoculated crops of
legumes or clover give i:u.creased yields varying from forty
to 400 per cent. of the former original yield. A table show-
ing these results is very interesting and is as follows:
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The germs it is said may be used in any climate but only
in connection with leguminous plants. Of course where the'
soil is rich in nitrates the yield may not be appreciably in-
creased, but in barren or worn out soils the results are truly
astonishing.
The renewal of the soil by this extremely simple method:
is a matter of the utmost importance to all agl'icultural in-
dustries and should be of the greatest interest to the plant-
ers of Hawaii: The sJ'stem hel'e in vogue growing out of
special conditions, of taking evel'ything from the soil and
replacing nothing, except chemical fel'tilizers, cannot be ex-
pected to satisfy nature for all time to come. On the vast
majority of the suga!' estates but little of the waste products
is returned to the soil to replace what the crop has taken
therefrom. 'rhe cane tops are utilized for planting' and cattle
feed and the trash remaining on the fields is necessarily burned
to destroy the injurious insects; in but few instances is atten-
tion given to the conservation and propel' application of
stable nU\ll\ll'e to the fields. 'I'he bagasse is almost entirely
used as fuel and furthermore its application to the soil would
be of doubtful value unless applied to lands which arc resting.
At the present time the mud-press cake is the only waste
product universally returned to the soil.
To obtain successive crops from the same lands almost \'n-
INOCULA'l'ION OF SOILS.
A few years ago my attention was drawn to several plats
[Below we reproduee a hitherto unpublished paper by
Ernest E. Hartmann. It represents a report on the deterio-
ration of crops written in 1899, and is of paI'ticular interest
today in view of the recent developments in soil-bacteriology.] .
;,
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tire reliance is placed upon chemical fertilizers applied in
large quantities. It is true that this allows the planter to
crop his land more often than if he allowed it to lie fallow
01' better still, planted a leguminous crop and plowed it un-
der. But the time has arrived on some plantations and will
inevitably come to others where the chemical fertilizer will
no longer answer the purpose and the soil will fail to re-
spond.
The ol'iginal virgin soil may endure this successive crop-
ping for many years during which with the aid of fertilizers
it will yield profitable crops, but every plantation is not
blessed with such soils, and where the soil is poor or shal-
low the evil I'esults of· continuous planting without resting
the soil or tIre replacing therein a portion of that which na-
ture has given, will show in a comparatively short period,
notwithstanding the use of high grade fertilizers.
If anexpel'iment such as is suggested in the article re-
ferred to could be conducted upon some of the plantations
where they are compelled to rest a portion of the land each
season, it would be interesting to watch the results, and if
they should be on a par with the results shown in the fore-
going table the expel'iment would be a decided success and
somewhat re"olutionize thE' present system of cultivation.
Intensive fmming the world over has displaced the exten-
sive system, because the f[mner through the scientific knowl-
edge whieh he has acquired is enabled at a less cost to make
a small area produce as much or more than the large areas.
So far ~s our local conditions are concerned it is for each
planter to determine whether or not modern, scientific agri-
cultural practices shall be tI'ied and adopted. In many
cases the ExpeI'iment Station and its sub-stations will deteI'-
mine whether certain methods are worthy of application and
will lend advice and assistance in many instances; but on
the whole it is almost entiI'ely within the province of the
planter himself to apply or reject scientific principles of the
tilling of the land.
or pieces of land, on which the cane had a starved, sickly ap-
pearance. As first step on the way to become acquainted
with the cause or causes of this phenomenon, the agricultu-
ral analysis of the soil suggested itself. Investigations car-
ried out in this direction led to but half satisfactory results.*
While the treatment those results pointed to (slaked lime)
acted beneficially in some instances, it did not have any ef-
fect as far as visible at present, in some others; and the
question as to the cause of the apparent strility in these
cases was still left open.
When starting afresh on investigations on this subject, I
decided to omit the analysis of the strong acid soil extracts
for reasons given in. the article above mentioned, and to re-
strict myself to the determination of the available portions,
i. e. nutrients soluble in very dilute acids. The results are
given bE'low. Field A produces good average crops, B is a
field in the vicinity showing deterioration most character-
istically, 0 is a piece of new land bearing a heavy crop of
young cane taken into an older field D, which promises but
a scant crop. C and D are cultivated together, E and F have
been taken from parts of the district, wIiere deterioration has
so far not shown itself.
Aver-
A! 1 2 3 4 age.
Potash .... .. . . ... . .009 .019 .014 .007 .012
Phosphoric acid .0032 .0051 .0030 .0030 .0036
Lime ..
· .
... . ..... . .180 .106 .224 .166 .169
Aver-
B 1 2 3 4 age.
Potash .. . . . . . . ... . .016 .018 .012 .012 .014
Phosphoric acid ..... .0040 .0042 .0031 .0045 .0039
Lime . . . . .......... .157 .160 .130 .062 .127
.
Aver~
C 1 2 3 age.
Potash .. . . . . ............. . .0080 .0102 .0082 .0087
Phosphoric acid . . .......... .0036 .0028 .0028 .0029
Lime ..
· .
. . . .............. .040 .032 .028 .033
AveI'-
D 1 2 3 age.
Potash . . . . ................ .0100 .0131 .0080 .0083
Phosphoric acid ............. .0039 .0036 .004G .0037
Lime ..
· .
. . . ............... .021 .042 .028 .030
·"Planter's Monthly," April, 1897.
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In many cases a difference in the appearance of the cane
is obviously due to the situation. In perhaps most instances
the depressions 01' hollows in our mostly undulating cane-
fields are more fertile than the elevations and sides; not un-
frequentl;,-, however, the opposite is the case and the reason
for tbis is less apparent. Two typical cases were chosen for
analysis. G.! and H.l represent the sides of two different
depressions and G.2 and H.2 the respective hollows. In both
these cases the growth in the hollows was far behind that
on the sides, On a rough, mechanical separation the sam-
ples taken from both hollows proved to contain more clay
than those taken from the sides. Both the depressions are
sufficiently drained, so that there is no stagnant water. Still
the access of the ail' to the soil may be sufficiently checked
by the clay and fine silt washed down from the elevations to
provide favorable conditions for the growth of denitrifying
bacteria.
All these analyses have not done more towards explaining
the sterility of cel'tain lands than those made two years ago.
Bad drainage, acidity of soil 01' subsoil and unfavorable phys-
ical conditions are acconntable for a proportion only of un-
satisfactory results. In regard to the rest of the cases, where
the soil appeared normal in its mechanical as well as chemi-
cal properties, the reason for their existence had to be looked
for in another direction. The nearest cause that suggested
itself ,vas a possible damage done to the cane-roots by some
injurions insect. The deeision, whether this is the ease 01' not
lie s, of ('OUl'Se, in rhe 1)J'ovince of the entomolof!;ist. A 1~II:'S\)J'y
examination of the soils and the cane-roots in such place:,;
did, however, not reveal any animal life that could not be
fonnd in other, normal fields.
The only. side of the qnestion which had so far been left
untonched was the bacteriological one, ane. indeed experi-
ments made in this direction promised a solution of a part
at least of the diJTicuIiy. I will enumerate here some of tIle
typieal bactel'ia, whose activity in the soil principally :l1Teet
the life of the plants. A number of micro-ol'g-anisllls, the most
important of whieh is Bacillus my('oides, conn~rt all kinds of
nitrog-C'nons org'anic matt!'r into ammonia, wIdell in its turn,
is adpd upon hy the 1\itrous fl'rment, a mierococcus known
as Xitl'osOlllOnas, hy whi('h it is oxydi~ed to Xitr'ous ';\('i<1.
The oxydation is ('al'l'il'<1 fur1!wr hy anothcl', smallel' hacillus,
ille Xi('ri(~ fel'ment, 01' XiITohadl'r, the final pl'odud hping
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G.!
Potash 012
Phosphoric acid ,... .0026
Lime" " .. , .. , 052
G.2
.026
.0030
.040
H.!
,022
.0035
.028
H.2
.030
.0035
.038
Nitric acid, in which form the Nitrogen is ready to be assim·
ilated by the roots. In order to test the activity of these bae·
teria, culture liquds containing ammonia and the other
nutrients in small quantites, were seeded with equal quantities
of the soils above described.
A, B, 0, D, E, and I!', seeded Oct. 18th, 1899. On Oct. 24th
the nitric reaction was about equally strong in all the flasks.
On Oct. 31st A and E showed but a trace of nitrite, B ~, °
1/32, D i, I!' a trace; on Nov. 6th the nitrite had disappeared
in all except B, which showed still a trace on Nov. 28th.
On Nov. 9th another series of culture flasks was seeded
with samples of the same soils taken at a different time. E 1
is the same soil as E, but while E was added to the' culture·
liquid in the state it was brought from the field, E 1 bad
previonsly been air-dried.
On Nov. 18th almost all the ammonia had been converted
into nitrous acid in A, R, E and I!', while Eland F 1 only
showed t. '0 and D 1. On Nov. 28th nitrification was com·
plete in A, 0, E and ]" while B showed only -1 and D i-; E 1
and F 1 .;\- of nitrate. On Dec. 15th nitrite was to be found
only in B- and D, and here it had disappeared on Dec. 27th.
On XOY. lOth three parallel series of experiments were
started with soils from field A and B. The samples were
taken from different spots and at different times, but A and
B of each series at the same time. On Nov. 29th from i- to
1/16 of the original amount of ammonia was left in all the
flasks; the rest had been converted into nitrous acid; 2 A and
3 A showed already 1; of nitric acid. On Dec. 5th nitrous acid
had disappeared in 2 A and 3 A, 1 A showed -1. 1 B -1 2 Band
3 B -~'; the balance was nitric acid. A trace of ammonia
showed still more 01' less perceptibly in all the flasks. On
Dec. 12th no more nitrous add in 2 A and 3 A, 1/16 in 1 A
and 1 Band -1 in 2 Baud 3 B.
It will be seen from the above that the period used for the
nitrification of a gin~n quantity of ammonia is not the same
in all instances. 'While there are no great divergences be·
tween A, 0, E, and F, R and in a lesser degree D occupied
mueh mOl'e time for the proepss. 'ehis time varied but little
with samples of other norlllal soils taken at random. The
different behayior of Band D attracts, therefore, all the more
attenl'ion. During se\"Cral years fipld B had received speeial
attention; it was limed, ploughed and t'llltivated with special
(,:11'e with the same result, howen'r; it was left to itself: same
result; it had applications of high-gl'ade fertilizers, with no
evident beneficia I clfed.
These f'Xlwrimeuts show that, "'hill' th('l'c was not very
mlleh dill'(,l'l'IICP in tl1(' tillle O('('llpi('d in the ('onvPl'sion of
amIllouia into niiTous l\(,j(l, illP oxydation of the lath'r into
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nitric acid was much slower in the case of soils Band D than
in that of the others, so that it would appear that the nitro-
sogenic coccus is present in normal numbers and normal con·
ditions, while the nitrogenic bacillus was lacking in activ-
ity. These observations, incomplete so far, still suggest a
treatment promising success: i. e. inoculation with a culture
of the nitric ferment as this preparation is not yet on the
market, and reliable information as to results obtained by
such treatment are not yet at hand, another remedy ha.d to
be looked for. For reasons, which will appear further 011,
green-manuring recommended itself as a probable remedy.
It may not be superfluous to show in an outline the action
of a leguminous crop on the 'land and on subsequent crops,
as reliable scientific data on this subject are of comparatively
recent date:
In the first place stands the increase of the nih-ogen con-
tents of the soil, whether the crop is ploughed under or taken
off. The Leguminosae draw their nitrogen supply indirectly
from the air by acting in symbiosis with certain varieties of
Rhf,zobiv,ln Leg1l1ninosarttm (Bacilltts Radicicola) , micro-organ-
isms, which settle on the roots, where they form the well-
known nodules. Several of these varieties have been isolated
by Prof. Nobbe and Hiltner of Tharandt in Saxony. Pure cul-
tures of eight such varieties, each adapted to a certain species
of Leguminosae, are prepared and sold under the name of
"Nitragin" by the Farbwerke Hoechst a/~L Experiments
made on German Agricnltural Stations have given highly sat-
isfactory results, increases in crops due to the inoculation of
the soil with "Nitragin" ranging up to 400,%.
2. Food" which is practically inaccessible to cane-roots, is
brought up from the subsoil and thus rendered available for
the former by the strong taproot and the generally strong
system of roots peculiar to leguminous plants.
3. The roots play another, even more important part, in-
asmuch as the acids secreted therefrom accelerate the weath-
ering or rendering soluble of the tied-up foods. Dietrich ob-
tained some remarkable results in experimenting in this di·
rection. He pulverized unweathered rocks, and while leaving
some samples of this powder intact, he seeded others with
Lllpins, Pease, Wheat and Rye. He found the increase of
material rendered soluble through the influence of the plants
in the case of Lupins 20%, in that of Pease Hi,i, and in that
of Wheat and Rye only -?J% and 1r% respectively.
4. By the growing and ploughing under of a crop with
strongly developed roots and foliage it is evident that the soil
is opened up, and to some considerable depth rendered ac-
cessible to the ail'. This in its turn brings about conditions
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favorable to the growth of nitrogenic bacteria and at the
same time unfavorable to that of denitrifying bacteria.
5. A great advantage, not to be overlooked, is the accu-
mulation of the Bacillus Radicicola in the soil on account of
its continued activity in assimilating nitrogen as shown by
Liebscher. He holds, and he is supported by Winogradsky
and Kossowitch, that these bacteria (bac. raclicic.) , which
have left the nodules, retain the capacity to assimilate free
nitrogen. He grew a crop of Sinapis alba on soil rich in
bacteria, and found that its nitrogen contents were higher
after deduction of the nitrogen taken off in the crop than
they were before. Berthelot showed conclusively in his paper
on "Recherches nouvelle:s sur les micro-organismes fixateur'
de I'Azote," that the action of the bac. radicic. is not exclu-
sively symbiotic, but that the bacillus is capable of assimil-
ating free nitrogen independently of a leguminous plant.
As stated before, the success of green manuring depends
in the first place upon the quality of the leguminous (;l·op.
As most of these plants prefer an open, sandy soil, it is to
be expected that not all varieties will thrive well in this dis-
trict. That the solI is well adapted for some varieties is
shown by the rapid spreading of a Papilionacea with yellow
blossoms, resembling the species Oytisus, growing in places
where heretofol'e even Hilo grass could not make a living. I
may here state that on a few occasions experiments on a
small scale with green manuring were made in this district.
These experiments ended with unsatisfactory or inditIerl~nt
results, caused in all cases by a failure of the leguminous
crop. This may be due to several causes, the most probable
one of which is that the species of leguminosae selected were
not suited to the climate or to the variety or varieties of
bactel'ia in the soil.
It will thel'efol'e be advisable to experiment with several
varieties of leguminosae on plants treated with simple and
compound non-nitrogenous fertilizers. One of their first re-
quirements is lime, best in the shape of carbonate, a con-
stituent in which most of our lands are rather deficient.
The lime would supplement and in a way assist the solvent
action of the roots, the lime itself being a powerful agent in
rendering nutrients available.
It may be well to point to the fact in this place, that the
leguminosae are not. the only plants which- stand in such
marked symbiotic relationship to lower organisms. A large
number of other plants, among which the Ooniferae stand
foremost, have been shown by Frank to obtain part of their
nitrogen supply through the medium of the white threads
and accumulations, Mycorrhizae, which forlU on their roots.
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Besides a number of varieties of Algae act as collectors of
nitrogen when exposed to the air.
Having satisfied ourselves that the reason for the sterility
of certain soils lies neither in its chemical composition lior
in its mechanical condition, it becomes imperative
that we should make ourselves acquainted with the bio-
logical side of the question. Favorable results could logically
be expected from an inoculation of old land with new soil,
with the view of introducing colonies of nitI'osogenic and ni-
trogenic bacteria of greater vitality. Inoculations of lands for
the purpose of improving leguminous crops have been prac-
ticed for many years, mostly with decided success. All this
success has, however, been ascribed to the bacillus radicicola,
the bacillus found in the nodules of the leguminosae.
It will be interesting to know the etl'ect of a slight dressing
of new land upon a soil a test of which shows a slow action
of the nitroso- or nitro-genic bacteria or both. It is not to be
overlooked that with such new soil numerous other micro-
organisms al'e introduced, some of which could possibly do
damage to a crop under the changed conditions. It was for
this reason that Nobbe and Hiltner substituted their pure
cultures for soil-extracts, and for this reason better success
could be expected from an introduction of nitrifying bacteria
in a pure state. Experiments in this direction will be made
as well as in that of green manuring. This latter practice
has been in use in :1ll0ther district of this island for a con-
siderable time with encouraging results.
Since the above was written, the very lands which at the
time were commonly called "played out" or "exhausted," have
given magnificent ~'ields, as soon 'Us certain other varieties of
cane weI'e introduced. This proved conclusively that the fall-
ing otl' in :yields was not due to a lack of nutrients in the
soil, but to the inability of the roots of the old variety to as-
similate the food, caused probably by a slackening of the
activity of the micro-organisms, which sen-e as go-betweens
between the soil's food supply and the plant. E. E. H.
METHODS OF OBTAINING- WELTER SUPPLY FOR
SCG:1R PLXlfT:1TIONS IN 'l'HE II:1W:lILLV
ISLXNDS.
By J. X. S. 'ViIliams.
'Yhat is uow kno,,'u as the 'l'el'l'itol'Y of Hawaii. Luitrd States
of Ameriea, consists of a group ot" islands lying in the Pn-
sea.
For this reason the best and most continuous stretches of
lands are on the flats connecting the mountain ranges, and
on the leeward sides of the islands. Since the rainfall on
this side, while extremely heavy at times, is intermittent and
due to a wind which seldom occurs, the land is not much
cut up by gulches or canyons nor J"et has it been denuded of
sUl'face soil to slwh an extent as prevails on the windward
side, and is much more fertile and productive.
These lands are composed partly of volcanic mud ejected
from volclmoes (now extinct) and partly of decomposed lava
resulting from ancient volcanic action, and are ('overed by
vel'y scanty vegetation until water is lwouglIt out to them.
\Yhen the growing of sugar l:anc "'as first started on these
islands, some forty or fifty years ago, the plantings wcre made
on thl' windward side of the islands to take advantage of J
the minfall. and it was not until sOllie yean; after tlie in-
ception of the industry that it bp('amc evident that the rain-
fall "'as not l'egnlar enough. (,xl'ppting in sOllie few places,
to prodlH'I' the best l'esults in ('ane l'UltUl'P; and hence the
first atteIllpts at irrigation, aecoIllplished by damming up
·cHic ocean. 2,100 miles sout,hwest from San Francisco, in lon-
gitude l55°·Hl1° west and between the 18th and 22nd paral-
lels of north latitude, just within the tropic of Oancer and
in the path of ~he north~rlJr trade winds.
The principal islands of the group are Kauai, Oahu, Molo-
kai, Maui and Hawaii, also some small and unimportant
islands near by.
Geologically this group of islands is peculiar and is sup-
posed to be in connection' with a long chain of islands
stretching from norNnvest to southeast for some thousands
of miles in the mid·Pacific ocean, the lllountain tops of a
submerged continent.
Each island in the group, with the exception of Kauai, con-
sists of two mountain ranges of volcanic origin connected
qy an interval of comparatively flat and low land, these
mountain l'anges cross the path of the prevailing winds and
form barriers to the clouds brought down, which condense
and precipitate a heavy rainfall on the mountain slopes on
Nl(~ windward sides of the various islands.
This heavy precipitation, amounting to upwards of 400
inches pel' annum in places, has caused great erosion of the
steep mountain slopes, which on the exposed side are seamed
with tremendous chasms, SOllle of them many hundreds of
feet deep.
This process of erosion is still going on. and has had the
practical effect of sweeping a great proportion of the surface
soil of Nw windward coast down to the flats and into the
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Let H=total head or difference in level between the bot-
tom of entry and delivery ditches serving an inverted
siphon pipe.
D=required discharge in cubic feet per second.
L=Iength of pipe in feet measured on the curve.
d =diameter of pipe in feet.
c =Constant=for asphalted riveted pipe 3MIG.
D2 x [L + (d x 54 )]
H-o------- ._--
c x d X (d2 X .7854)2
streams and leading the water out by means of ditches to
the head of the cultivated lands.
One successful ditch after another was put through and
the sugar industry prospered greatly, giving incentive to
works of collossal magnitude, consisting of miles of ditches
and thousands of feet of inverted siphon pipes for carrying
water across gulches which could not be bridged nor yet
got around by flumes.
These siphon pipes are of sizes varying from 18 inchef!1 in
diameter to 48 inches in diameter and are made of riveted
wrought iron or steel plates of strength sufficient. t{) carry
static pressure due to heads of 500 feet and upwards. .
These pipes are made in sections and riveted in place; the
fall given to the siphon pipe is usually one foot in one hun-
dred feet of pipe measured on the curve; that is, the bottom
of the entry ditch will 'be one foot in one hundred feet of
pipe higher than the bottom of the delivery ditch.
The size of pipe is calculated so that the velocity of the
water through it shall not exceed from 3-7 feet per second.
This fall" in the pipe is more than is necessary to pass the
water at the given speed,but is allowed to compensate for
the collection of mud, stones, etc., in the bottom of t,he pipe
and also for any growth that may form on the interior.
These pipes are always fitted with manholes and waste
valves at the lowest points for the purposes of inspection and
cleaning and are kept painted with an asphalt composition
on the outside.
It sometimes becomes necessary to make close calculations
on the delivery of water in iron inverted siphon pipes, and
the following useful formula, based on that of Trantwine,
has been successfully used in such instances. .
Formula for finding the total head in feet that must be
given to a riveted steel or iron pipe of a given diameter,
coated inside with asphaltum, to enable it to discharge a
given required quantity: (Adapted from formula Art. 3, page
248, 1885 edition, Tralltwine's Civil Engineers' Pocket
Book):
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(I) The author is informed by the Hon. H. P. Baldwin that this
method of conveying water was first adopted in this country when the
Hamakua Ditch Co.'s line on the Island of IVIaui was constructed some
25 years ago; since then this very bold scheme has been improved up to
such an extent that in the above mentioned ditches no siphon pipes or
flumes (which are liable to destruction by cloudbursts or violent rain-
storms), have been used, anel a large proportion of the entire ditch liile
is tunnel.
I
I
The constant c=3496, is deduced from the results of ob-
r,:ervations made by Mr. H. C. Perry, C. E., in charge of the
ditches and pipelines on the sugar estate belonging to the
Hawaiian Sugar Co., of Makaweli, Island of KauaL
These pipelines are 40 inches diameter inside the small end
of the courses of pipe, and deliver 55 cubic feet of water per
second, measured over a weir situated in the delivery ditch.
In all siphon pipes used in this country the radius of curve
is so great that the pipe can be taken as straight without
appreciable errol'.
The formula gives results which compare closely with ob-
served discharges in several pipelines varying from 20
inches to 48 inches diameter and from 500 to 2,500 feet in
length. .
No observed data are available for pipes longer than
about 1,000 diameters.
Of late, tunnelling as a means of conveying water in a
country very much cut up by gulches has been successfully
adopted, particularly in districts where the canyons are very
deep and close together. 'l'he tunnels are dl'iven on a grade
and follow the general course of the canyons, keeping some
little distance back from the face of the bluffs; break-
throughf'; are driven from the tunnels to the face of the bluff
as a means of ventilation, for the discharge of rock and for
the purpose of catching small streams which fall down the
face of the cliffs, especially near the heads of the gulohes.
(See sketeh of cross section of tunnel herewith.)
A special instance of this work is shown in the Olokele
ditch just completed for the Hawaiian Sugar Company
above mentioned; and in the Nahiku ditch for the Hawaiian
Commercial & Sugar Company, of l\Iaui, Hawaiian Islands,
now under construction, both of which ditches, with all
work connected thel'ewith, are under the supervision of M.
M. O'Shaughnessy, Esq., C. E. (1).
'Yhere the tunnels pass through seamy rock the bottom
and sides are lined with ceme:nt mortal', 1 part cement to 4
parts of sand in Ol'dinary I'ock the mud brought down by the
water in freshets will, in a short time, tighten the tunnel
bottom so that no l<:>akage will occur.
.
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The ditches are given a grade of 1 foot in 1,000, sometimes
a little more, depending upon the scouring action of the
water on the ditch bottoms.
As regards the construction of the ditches and flumes
where used, the ordinary practice is followed, special care
being taken at t,he entries to siphon pipes to fit substantial
and large waste gates, so that in event of heavy local rain
.storms the excess -of water shall escape away from the head
works of the pipeline.
In general work on a sugar plantation that uses irrigation,
the quantity of water required to properly irrigate 100 acres
of land under cane cultivation is one million gallons pel' 24
hours, and as large plantations have from 7,000 to 12,000
acres of lang in cane, from 70 to 120 millions of gallons of
water per 24 hours is required.
Some plantations are situated in districts where no sur·
face water is available, others again cannot obtain a suffi-
cient supply from their ditches and catohment areas, so to
supply their needs, sinking for water has been resorted to.
On the island of Oahu an underground reservoir of water
which could be tapped by artesian wells was discovered some
. years ago; this water rises at this place some 30 feet above
the level of the sea and is found at depths varying from
40(} to 1,200 feet.
Pumping machinery of great capacity was put down and
the underground supply drawn upon for use on the planta-
tions situated within the artesian area.
At the present time the daily water pumped from artesian~ells on the island of Oahu reaches about 300 millons of
gallons, some of it lifted upwards of 500 feet in heig1ht.
This condition of an artesian supply does not appeal' to
exist on any of the other islands in the group, and when
pumping is resorted to, open wells or sumps are excavated,
the underground supply resulting from rainfall on th(~
mountain sides percolating throug,h an upper broken stratum
and retained by a lower stratum of impervious rock.
These sumps are excavated to about 20 feet below sea
level, tunnels are then driven on the lower stratum directly
inland, opening up the water-bearing rocks, and the supply
thus obtained is pumped from the sumps through very long
pipe lines to the levels required on the cultivated areas.
'1'0 avoid the heavy expense of long pipelines, there are
three instances of shaft·sinking at the upper levels of the
cultivated lands down to sea level, and regular undeI'ground
pumps of mining pattern installed, but these have proved so
expensive in first cost and up·keep that there is no encour-
agement to repeat the experiment.
One of the largest stations of t,his kind is at Kihei, on the
island of Maui, where the shaft is 300 feet deep and two
pumping engines of a combined capacity of 17 millions gal-
lons of water per day lifted 400 feet high, are situated in a
very large chamber excavated in the rock; an abundant
water supply is found at sea level, but the expenses of op-
eration are very heavy in comparison to those of surface
pumping stations delivering water through long pipelines.
The machinery installed in the various pumping stations
is of the most modern and complete make obtainable at the
present day, and as in no other part of the world are such
mechanical irrigating plants in existence, a more than pao1ls-
ing notice may be of interest.
The plantations that pump all or part of their irrigation
supply are situated as follows:
Total delivery per 24 hours, gallons, about 595
'nhe average height to which this water is pumped is about
200 feet, and the total power developed to deliver this enol'-
mous quantity of water is over 20,000 horse-power. .
The stations are divided into units of various capacities,
situated at spots most convenient for obtaining the water
The largest units deliver from 10 to 12 million of gallons per
24 hours, and a station may have as many as four units; the
majority have only one.
The pumps themselves can be divided into three classes:
Impeller pumps, such as centrifugal or other types of rotary
pumps; Multivalve pumps, such as the \Vorthington and others
in which piston or plunger pumps draw and discharge water
through large numbers of small valves set in suitable suction
and discharge chambers, which valves open and close by the
water pressure, and pumps having mechanically operated
suction and discharge valves of which only one type, tpe
"Reidler" Patent, constructed by the Allis Chalmers Com-
pany, of Chicago, has been operated in this country.
The pumping stations are fitted with all kinds of boilers,
of which two makes stand first in point of numbers installed
-Babcock and Wilcox water tube boiler and the Sederholm
fire tube 'boiler-and there are all kinds of fuel and labor
saving arrangements. Green economizers in the flues, ar-
rangements for coal handling, automatic damper regulators,
etc. And, as a result, exceedingly high efficiencies are ob-
tained in ordinary work.
The engines driving the pumping machinery are almost
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Island of Kauai, 3,
" Oahu, 6,
" Maui, 5,
" Hawaii 2,
all of the Oorliss type two cylinder compound, three cylinder
triple expansion, and four cylinder triple expansion of the
very best make and finish and fitted with all modern ap-
pliances in the shape of condensers, feed water heaters, and
in one instance the latest ideas in superheated steam. have
been applied.
The mechanical efficiencies obtained on the various sys-
tems of pumps are as follows:
Oentrifugal pumps delivering to 50 feet head, from 45 to
55 per cent.; impeller or rotary pumps, from 60 to 75 per
cent.; multivalve pumps, from 75 to 85 per cent., and
mecanically operated valve pumps from 85 to 90 per cent.
In one mechanical effciency test made by the author on
a Reidler triple expansion pumping engine, delivering water
at 375 feet above the level of the water in the sump, at the
rate of 10 million gallons per 24 hours, and the water de-
livered by pump measured over a weir especially made for
the purpose, the remarkable figure of 91.85 per cent. was ob·
tained; that is, of the horse-power developed on the main
engines 91.85 per cent. was expended in doing useful work
on the water delivered.
The test was undertaken for the purpose of determining
the slip or back lash of the water in a pump having mechan-
ically operated suction and discharge valves, which in this
instance was found to be t of 1 per cent.
The necessity ,of higlh economy in pumping machinery in
this country is seen when the cost of coal at from $7.00 to
$9.00 per ton delivered into the furnace is considered.
A large number of pumping stations are now operated with
Oalifornia crude oil as fuel, which is furnished to the various
stations at about $1.50 per barrel.of 42 gallons; at this price
oil is about equal in value to coal at $6.00 per ton, but as
oil leaves no residue nor yet soots up the tubes or economi-
zers as coal does, the economy in labor by using oil instead
of coal is very marked. In a large pumping plant formerly
employing eight firemen and coal passers pel' day, and two
water tenders, tlhe eight men have been cut out entirely, the
work of keeping steam with fuel oil being done, and done
easily by the two water tenders in addition to their othel'
duties.
It, however, is clear that such an economy is obtainable
only in large plants, as in small plants, operated by one man
. on a watch, no economy in labor is possible.
The burners used for crude oil are of various kinds and
makes, but the results obtained by each are about the same,
G pounds of ortlinary crude oil of 18 Beaume (minus scale)
bein~ equal to 10 pounds of ordinary coal.
When the use of oil was first contemplated it was ex-
pected that the boilers would suffer from the intense heat
v
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Pump Plungers 11~ in. diameter x 42 in. stroke
Steam Cylinders H. P. 19 in. " x 4,2 "
1. P. 33 in. " x 42 "
L. P. 50 in. " x 42 "
The whole forming a Reidler· triple expansion pumping
plant.
Sederholm boilers, Green's economizer, California crude
oil for fuel, steam pressure 180 inches above atmospheric
pressure.
generated in the furnaces, but this expectation was not jus-
tified, as all experience here goes to show that the life of a
boiler will be just as long with oil as with coal for fuel, pro-
vided that the proper furnace arrangements are adopted.
By the courtesy of the Hon. H. P. Baldwin, General Man-
ager of the Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company, the./
writer is enabled to give the followinp: figures for the co"t
of pumping water to different elevations by the followinK
machinery:
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which figures include superintendence, labor, fuel, supplies
and repairs during one year, which contained 240 pumping
days. The figures would be considerably modified if contin-
uous pumping were employed, but as occasional rain storms
occur, the pumps are only operated when required.
The economy of such a pumping plant is high; one horse-
powell being produced for the consumption of 1.12 lbs. of oil
per hour, which, at the rating of 6 lbs. of oil 'being equal to
10 lbs. of coal in ordinary work, is equivalent to 1.87 lbs. of
ordinary coal horsepower per hour.
As a rule pumping is considered to cost 50 per cent. more
than ditching, but since a ditch depends on rainfall fOl'
its supply, there is an element of uncertainty about it.
Pumping, on the other hand, is 'very sure, since the under-
ground supply of water is practically inexhaustible, and even
during severe droughts, when the ditches are nearly empty,
the pumps are always able to furnish water. .
Revolutions of Engine per minute, 54.
Delivery in 24 hours at this speed, U million gallons.
Elevation Cost per
of Delivery Million Gallons:
100 feet $ 7.85
200 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11.57
225 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50
250 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13.44
300 " , 15.30
350 " ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17.17
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USES OF WATER.
IRRIGA'l'IOJ.,r IN HAWAll.
RAINFALL.
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The rainfall of t.he Hawaiian Islands is very local and pe-
culiar in its distribution. The trade-winds blow off the ocean
from the northeast. and on this slope a rainfall of from 60
to 200 inches a year is quite common, the intensity varying
with the altitude and local configurations, while on the lee
sides the rain is often as light as from 10 to 15 inches. T,he
islands as a rule are quite rugged, varying in altitude at thei.r
central hightest points fl'om 3,000 to 10,000 feet. The windward
sides are covercd with a dense brush which remains green
throughout the year. On the northeast slope of l\Iaui the
maximum precipitation is at an altitude of 1,500 feet,
often as great as 400 inches a year at Nahilm, while
at sea levcl and higher up the mountains it is only a third
of this quantity.
Water is used for irrigating the· sugar cane, the annual
crop of sllg-ar each year amounting- to 400,000 tons, which
averages $70 a ton, or $28,000,000. One-half of this is due to
the development of irrigated plantations during the last
twenty years. '1'he ot.her 200,000 tons is raised on rainfall
plantations, which are very. uncertain in. their output, owing
to the precarious rain conditions prevailing.
By M:. M. O'ShaughnessJ'.
The development of irrigation projects has been prosecuted
wit.h grcat vigor by private corporations owning sugar es-
tates in the Hawaiian Islands during the last ten years. No
aid for this wol'l~ has been received from either the local
Territorial Government of Hawaii or the National Govern-
ment at Washington. vVhat was formerly arid and unpro-
ductive soil covered by wild brush and pasturing a few cat-
tle, has, by the application of water at a heavy expenditure
of money aud entel'lH'ise, been converted into productive
sugar-cane land.
The most conservative practice in irrigation works for
sugar plantations, where possible is to have both systems,
so that whichever way the barometer goes water is available
for the crops in the ground.
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MODERN IRRIGATION,
The population of Hawaii was very dense in prehistoric
times, as the remains of old houses and fields bear convinc-
ing testimony. Nearly all the streams were led out by
ditches, called "Auwais," and the water used for growing
taro, the national food, and other vegetables. T.he ditches
were excavated in surface earth and maintained by joint
users, each of whom had to devote so many days each month
towards repair. The water was also distributed between its
users by set rules and at stated times; each district with its
branch ditch getting so many hours' flow of the stream.
The land thus cultivated was always in the vicinity of the
stream as no long ancient conduits were built, and was styled
"taro" land in contrast to "kula" or dry land, which carried
no water riglits.
The native Hawaiians have protected with the greatest zeal
their water rights through taro land, wbich the gradual
growth and expansion of sugar plantation interests have tend-
ed to absorb.
T.he present water suppl;y of the Islands is derived from
two sources:
(1) By pumping ground or artesian waters from wells and
sumps, excavated neal' the sea shore. The pumps are driven
with either coal or oil as fuel, or b;y electricity generated from
water power.
(~) By gravity, from the natmal flowing streams, the im-
pounding of flood waters of same; and by the interception of
ground water by tunnelling.
One of the most striking discoveries the Continental en-
gineer has to experience is the extraordinary productiveness
of some of the island water sheds, which destroys at once
many preconceived theories as to what run-otl's should be.
'fhe ,Yaihec shed on Maui, with an area of about foursquare
miles, yields a daily minimum flow of 17,000,000 gallons, while ../
the Olokele shed on Kanai, with an area of about cight square
mileR yil'lds a minimum tlow of 40,000,000, and a mean flow
of 70,OnO,ooo gallons in twenty-foUl' hOUl·S. Each of these
water sheds is particnlal'1,Y and faYorably situated for }lrecip-
itation with brush-covered steep slopes, and with almost daily
minfalI.
Xeal'ly all the Hawaiian strcams respond ycrS quickly to
rainfall, rising and falling quite rapidly; while those with a "
good denRe brush coyered water shed hold thc yo1ull1c in
streams almost constant:ly above a certain minimum.
419
ANCIENT WATER RIGHTS.
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The artesian supply of the island of Oahu is the most pe-
culiar and the most generous that we find in any country of
such a limited area, the island being only about twelve miles
wide, north and south, by t.hirty-five miles long, with mouu-
tain ranges near its north coast 3,000 feet high. It yield:,;
daily from wells and sumps 250 to 30.0 millions of gallons
without any apparent diminution of the supply, the source of
which is in a porous strata found at a depth of from 400 to 800
feet below the sea level. 'l'he static level of the water in the
wells penetrating this formation varies from an elevation of
40 feet above the sea level at Honolulu to 22 feet at Ewa
plantation, sixteen miles westerly. Excessive pumping or pro-
longed droughts va.ry somewhat this level which is always
quickly restored on cessation of affecting conditions.
The islands are all of a porous stratified lava formation
formed in layers by successive emissions from the ancient
central cones which now form the summits of the islands.
The water supply in the artesian strata near the sea is sus-
tained by mountain preciptation,. and the intimate connection
between the mountains and the wells is proyen by the sudden
discoloration of the water in the latter some hoUl's after heavy
rainfalls in the mountains. The artesian condition of the
Oahu strata is caused by a tight coral and clay cushion which
rests on the foreshore and prevents the water escaping to sea.
In none of the other islands, owing to the absence of this nee-
sary formation, is artesian water found; the pumps 'being fed
from sumps excavated from five ta eight feet below sea level
in all of which the water fluctuates from one to two feet, cor-
responding with tidal changes which vary in this tropical re-
gion from two to foUl' feet between lQw and high water. The
depth to which it is' safe' to lo,ver tIl(:; 'st"ritic\va er level in
Oahu wells by pumping has been tested on each plantation.
The rapid increase of f4alt per gallon by excessive pumping
and the consequent lowering of the water level, forbids ex-
treme practice in this r'espect. The Oahu artesian waters
carry eig.ht to twenty grains of salt per gallon in normal con-
dition, while water with salt as great as ()O grains per gallon
will successfully il'r'igate sugar cane. 'l'he pumping stations
are usually fed 'by a sel'ies of 12-inl'1l welIs spaced 50 feet
apart and connel'ted by Imger pipe with the suetion ends of
the pump placed at as low.a level as practicable. One mil-
lion galIons has been pl1111]l('d uot of ('aeh well thl1s spaeed,
and tel1 welIs han' 1Ie(,11 foul1d sulliC'ient for a. 10.000,000 gal-
n pumping engine, wldch is the usual siw of unit empl03:ed.
The water is mmalIy pmnped through a 24-il1('.h 01' :lO-inch
di~H'harge pille. varying with the size of the IJlllllIJ and the"
.,
'1.
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head. Most of the water is delivered below an elevation of
aoo feet, though in a few instances lifts as great as 450 feet
lwve been pumped against. The uncertain and fluctuating
prices of sugar, the cost of fuel and other expense practically
IH'cclude all profitable pumping above 400 feet. The work
of pumping 10,000,000 gallons daily to 300 feet elevation with
ordinary pumps in service will consume 15 tons of coal; which
.at *8 per ton, would mean $120 per day for fuel expense alone.
The cost of labor, lubricants, depreciation, etc., have to be
added to get the total cost. Owing to the extreme fertility of
the soil as many as eight and twelve tons of sugar per acre
are raised, which yields a return of about 10 to 12 per cent. on
the investment. Five plantations on the island of Oahu,
namely: Ka.huku, Waialua, Ewa, Oahu and Honolulu, have
a pump capacity of 287 million gallons daily with a water
,horse power ·of 11,847 and draw water from 195 wells. Wai-
anae furnishes the novel featm'e of using the fall in some gra.v-
ity water found in. its higher levels (500 to 1400 feet) to de-
velop power, after which the water is again used for irrigating
the lands lower down, while the power is transmitted to
electrically driven pumps near sea level to lift ground water
from wells to the 150 foot level. Maui comes next with a
pump capacity of 140 million gallons daily of G945 horse
power, the water being drawn from sumps. Kauai has 55
million gallons daily pump capacity with 2033 horse power,
dl'awing principally from sumps, while Hawaii, which is the
largest of the islands, has only one pump of 7 million gallons'
capacity, of 412 horse power, pnmping from a shaft and sump.
The steep slopes, porous soil and high elevations of the
plantations have prohibited irrigation on the island of Ha-
waii, whidl is the most reeently formed geologicall;y of all
the islands.
No flowing sUl'face stream exists for a distance of two hun-
dred miles on the coast, from Kohala stlUtherly around to
Hilo. '1'he soil is of so porous a nature that it passes the ra.in-
fall through like cinder::; and allows no surface accumulations
of water. It has the volcanoes Mauna Loa and Kilauea in-
tel'mit-ently active, which emit hvo distinct varieties of lava;
"Pahoehoe," which is heavy and compact, having sometimes
a smooth glassy and undulating surface; and "A-A," which is
mueh lighter in specific gravity than the former, oftrn floating
on its s1ll'face during fiows and breaking up into all kinds of
disintpgrating masses on cooling.
'.
I
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PUMP INSTALLATION.
Experience with the direet-aeting, slow-moving pump of
the 'Vortllington type has not been encouraging. All new
}JumIJs now installeu are of the high-speed 11~··w.heel type,
GRAVITY SUPPLIES.
All available streams are now tapped by ditches on Maui
and KauaL The first was built on the windward side of Maui
in 1878 by Mr. H. P. Baldwin and Mr. S. T. Alexander. The
next was built in the same section by Mr. Spreckels in 1879-
1880, under the supervision of 1\11'. H. Schussles of San Fran-
cisco as engineer. It is abont thirty miles long ,of 50 million
gallons daily capacity, and delivers the water at an elevation
of 250 feet, and is known as the "Haiku" ditch. This ditch
was intercepted by a new work called the "Lowrie ditch" in
1900, which delivers the water at an elevation of 450 feet. The
writer has just finished a new aqueduct, known as the "Koo-
lau ditch," which taps all til(> Nahilm rain belt at an eIe-vation
of 1250 feet and discharges into the older and lower ditches.
It is ten miles long, seven and one-half miles being in tunnel
and two and one-half in open ditch and flume. The tunnels arc
all in solid rock, eight feet wide and seven feet high, wit.h a
daily capacity of 85 million gallons. Owing to the extreme
porosity of the lava rock, fonr and one-half miles of concrete
lining six inches thick is used in the tunnel to prevent seepage.
The work was all done by Japanese with hand drills; ore cars
.,
r
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which consume much less coal; and where all fuel has to be
expensively imported, the greatest economy in this direction
has to be exercised. The pumps are nearly all installed in
concrete-lined pits 36 to 50 feet square, excavated to thtl
water level, while the boiler plants are on the ground surface
above. In three instances at Oahu, Kihei and Kohala, the ex-
periment of sinking shafts from the ground surface 200 to 300
feet down to the water level, and excavating pump compart-
ments at this level have been tried. 'rhe difficulties of ventila-
tion and the expense of shafts and chamber have more than
balanced in each instance the saving of cost of placing delivery
pipe on the surface and the friction lost in same, which were
the principal inducement for installing this system. 'rhe
ground water has also been found as brackish in such a shaft
two miles from the sea, as water found in wells 100 yards
from the beach.
Outside of Oahu all pumping has to be very cautiously pros-
ecuted as too great a lowering of the sump level will increase
the quantity of salt in the wah-i', running it up to 100 or 200
grains per gallon, which renders it unfit for irrigation pur-
poses, as it incrusts the soil with salt and damages the cane
plants. Owing to the great porosity of the rock formations
and the heavier specific g'l'Uvity of the sea-water, the ten-
dency of the latter is to force itself inland where any vacuum
is created by excessive pumping and consequent lowering
of ground water.
,
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MAKAWELl DITCH.
The "Hanapepe ditch," Makaweli, Kauai, was built by Mr.
Baldwin in 1890, to tap the stream of that name. It has 7040
feet of 40-inch riveted steel syphon pipe, 1013 feet of tun-
nels, 14,618 feet of flume, five feet wide by forty inches deep,
and ten miles of ditching on a general grade of six feet per
mile and carries 35 million gallons daily. The use of wooden
flumes in tropical countries is not advisable, as repairs have
to be frequently made owing to the rapid decay of the wood.
This ditch delivers water on the plantation at 450 feet ele-
vation; and a new one just built and completed under the
writer's supervision, known as the "Olokele ditch," delivers
water at an altitude of 1075 feet and has a daily capacity
of over 60 million gallons. It involves eight miles of 7x7
feet tunnels, five miles of ditching; and it .has cost completed
about *360,000. At one point a drop of 228 feet was obtained
which it is proposed to utilize for electric power pmposes
in operating the plantation mill and railway. Makaweli
plantation has now the best gravity supply on the islands,
with a daily minimum from its two sources of 65 million gal-
lons. It is proposed later on to store the fr?shet water in
were employed in moving the excavated materials, and it has
cost finished about $7 per lineal foot. The Japanese make ex-
cellent miners and rock men, and, owing to their small size, it
was practicable to work foul' in a face, and by working three
8-hour shifts, the whole work had to be completed in eighteen
months from the date of commencement, April, 1903. There
are thirty-eight tunnels on the work, averaging each 1000 feet
long, the shortest being 300 feet, the longest 2710 feet. The
country was so steep and precipitous that little ditching
could be employed, and it was necessary to make four and
one-half miles of wagon road and eighteen miles of stone
paved pack trails to facilitate during construction the trans-
portation of supplies. About 4000 barrels of cement and 100,-
000 pounds of giant powder were used. In all ten mountain
streams are intercepted, which are admitted into the main
aqueduct through screens of grizzly bars spaced three-quarters
of an inch apart.
The Honolw.hau ditch, with 30 million gallons daily ca-
pacity, has just been finished on west Maui. It is thirteen and
one-half miles long on a grade of five feet per mile and has
200 feet of 36-inch syphon pipes and three and one-half miles
of tunnelling, and has cost $185,000. It delivers water at 700
feet ele\'ation.
All the streams on the island of Maui are now tapped by
ditches, including the \Vaihee stream, previously referred to
at \Yailuku.
:'
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DUTY OF WATER.
GROUND WATER.
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One million gallons of water pel' day is the quantity found
necessary to irrigate each hundred acres. Sugar cane is
grown in furrows about five feet apart, into which the water
is turned from the field ditches. 'Vhen the seed is newly
planted the water is turned on every three or foul' days, bu't
after that an application of once each ten daJ's is consid-
ered suflicicnt. The above quantity if applied uniformly to
the whole surface would make a depth of 134 inchcs in one
year excluding rainfall. and evaporation, which is possibly
fifty inches in most of the irrig-ated propcrties. It
means the applieation, for a (TOP period of one year and a
The most novel development in water supply has been
the discovery of water by driving tunnels into the lava for-
mation at high altitudes at encouraging localities. It is very
difficult to predict what success will reward any outlay in
this field, as the results are all problematic. A two-million
gallon flow has been developed at an altitude of 1400 feet
at -Waianae on Oahu island, by a five hundred foot tunnel;
while at Lahaina, on Maui, at an altitude of 2600 feet, a six-
million gallon daily flow has been {j.eveloped by 2600 feet
of tunnel in a formation whose exterior surface showed no
signs of water such as springs, etc., and this volume has
kept practically constant for two years, fluctuating slightly
with the rainfall on west Maui mountain in its immediate
vicinity, 3000 feet higher. On the other hand in the fifteen
miles of aqueduct tunnels cut under my supervision in the
past two years no ground water in any quantity has been
intercepted except an occasional drip from tunnel roofs
through porous stone.
reservoirs and use them as balancing mediums to restore the
supply when the streams run low. Owing to the steep land
slopes, six to fifteen degrees, it is very difficult to select fa-
vorable reservoir sites, except in the center or back of old
volcanic cones.
Many streams have been diverted and many ditches made
during the last five years on ·Wailuku and Pioneer planta-
tion on l\faui, the Oa.lm and 'Vaialua plantations on Oahu,
and the Koloa, Makee and McBryde plantations on Kauai,
but for the reasons before stated practically no stream di-
version for irrigations has been made on the largest island,
Hawaii, except the development of water for cane fluming
purposes at Olaa, Pahala and Hutchinson.
'~:""R~~~~~_:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~~: "-'
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half of 22,800 tons of water per acre to produce 50 to 80 tons
of cane, which would appear to be excessive.
It is safe to presume that leaky reservoirs, ditches and
unequal and wasteful distribution prevent the application
of not more than one-third of the above quantity of water
to the roots of the cane where its value would be utilized.
Economies of various kinds in the application -of water
are now being gradually introduced which will enable the
best results to be obtained. Nearly all the water so far de-
veloped has been used by the owners on their own prop-
erty. Lately surplus has been disposed of to adjacent
owners at a flat rate of from $8 to $10 pel' million gallons.
Great credit must be given the American pioneers who have
developed such splendid supplies under so many adverse
conditions in the past twenty years in those remote islands
in the Pacific. By no other people except perhays the Mor-
mon settlers of Utah has so much enterprise been displayed
and so many sacrifices been made in developing the non-
productive country into one of pronounced prosperity.
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DIFFERENT HEATING 8YSTEJlIFJ IN SUGAR
MANUFAOTURE.
By A. Sillinger.
The pl'ineipal burden in the working expenses of a raw
sugar factory and sugar refinery is undoubtedly the coal bill.
It is, therefore, the object of the expert, dealing in this
branch, to obtain as favorable a result as possible -by a sys-
tematie ('ontl'ol in the boilel' house through the economical use
of fuel and a rational employment of the steam needed in
the various heating systf'ms.
The extent to which th.., different forms of steam heating
appamtus supply present demands fOl'ms the object of the
following' notes.
It is ohvious that in the heating of a liquid the heat is
('ommunieated from its source to the liquid through the me-
dium of. a partition wall.
Ratumted steam serves as a source of heat for the warm-
ing up, steaming and hoiling to grain of juices, and transfers
its IlPat to the juice through a llletallic partition according
to the forlllula Q=~F.D.k in which Q = quantity of heat
iT:lllsfel'l'ed; F = arl'a of transmission surfaee of the heat
D = dilY<'l'cnce bctween the temperatures of the steam and
the liquid to be lll'ated (i. c. the fall in temperature); k =
coefficient of heat transmission. Suppose F = 1 square
metre, D = 10 0., then it is clear 7c = Q, and tilms we can es-
timate the transmission coefficient for that amount of heat
which is furnished by the steam in the unit of time (hours,
minutes, seconds) through a partition having a surface of 1
square metre.
The coefficient of transmission is not constant; it depends
in the first instance on the coefficient of thermal conductiv-
ity possessed by the different materials which go to form the
heating system; further, on the shape and thickness of side
of the apparatus and finally on the extent to which the tem-
perature falls.
The coefficient of thermal conductivity is defined as the
amount of Iheat which passes in a unit of time from one side
to the other of a cubic metre when the difference in temper-
ature between the sides amounts to 10 O. Oonse-
quently it also varies with different substances. Silver, for
example, gives 100, copper 72, brass 25 to 28, iron 16, and
lime salts, which form incrustations on tbe beating tubes,
0.5 to 1 calories. For a given tbickness of partition the trans-
mission coefficient is proportional to the coefficient of tbet'-
mal conductivity. Since the transference of heat'depends
on the difference in tempemture between the heating steam
and the juice to be treated, the coefficient of transmission in-
creases in proportion to this difference in temperature and to
the pressure of the steam. Again, the fall in tempel'ature
depends on the expansion of the steam and on the concen-
tration and viscosity of the juice. As the steam is cooled by
expansion, the difference in temperature becomes less, and
the coefficient of transmission falls in the same proportion.
\Yith increasing concentration the specific heat of t,he
liquid increases, while the fall in temperature and thereby
also the coefficient of transmission decrease. These points
were established by experiments carried out by MollieI'.
The development of steam can take place in two different
W<1JS. Either bubbles of steam are produced on the upper
surface of a liquid at a somewhat bigher temperature than
the freeidng point, in suoh a manner that the individual mol-
ecules under outside influence, such as a draught of ail', sep-
arate from the agitated surface of the liquid in the form of
steam and diffuse in the atmosphere--"the liquid eYapo-
rates;" or else they are formed within the liqnid itself and
escape more or less violently from the surface of the liquid-
boiling begins. According as the steam bubbles produceu
underneath the sUl'face of the liquid stand in relation to the
barometric pressure and the juice column, they requil'e a cer-
tain pressure to overcome tlwm; this increases from below.
Through this pressure the steam produced becomes saturated
and absOl'bs no mOl'e heat. so that care must ,be taken for its di-
:' .
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version or else the transference of.heat will be interrupted.
Either this arises naturally, since the steam, being specifical-
ly liglhter, rises and carries the juice with it in its upward
mQtion whereby a colder portion takes the latter's place, in
other words a natural circulation exists, such as is necessary
for the transference of heat; or else an artificial movement
by means of stirring apparatus is carried -out if the concen-
tration increases.
The saturated steam, on yielding its heat to the liquid,
condenses and cools off. It is therefore needful to drain off
the condensation water rapidly so as to avoid the tempera-
ture of the subsequent steam being reduced and its contact
with the whole .heating surface becoming disturbed. With
these considerations it is therefore evident that a steam
heating system shall possess the following characteristics:
1. It must be made of good heat-conducting material of
which the thickness of partition shall be as smail as possible.
2. The ,heating surface shall be as large as possible and
must have full contact, on the one side with the heating
steam, and on the other with the liquid to be heated.
3. The difference in temperature between the steam and
the liquid to be warmed, and the pressure and flow of the
steam must whel'e possible be considerable,
4. 'l1he circulation of the juice, whether artificially or nat-
urally pl'oduced, must be carried on vigorously.
5. Rapid draining off of the ammonia and condensation
water is necessary.
G. 1Jow juice column and large surface of juice desirable.
7. The greatest transfer of heat shall take place in the
lowest strata of the juice.
In these respects we wil now see how far the heating sys-
tems existing at the present day in sugar manufacture fulfill
these requirements.
1. TIm HEATING TUBE.
The spiral heating tubes are generally formed from copper
pipes of from 80 to 110 mm. dia., finished in a series of coils
and inserted into the vessel to hold t,he liquid to be heated
up. The stearn flows from top to bottom, transfers its heat
to the fluid through the intervening medium and then con-
denses.
In the lower coils of the pipe, where essentially the great-
est transfer of heat sholild take place, we find the condensa-
tion water collecting; the latter not only cools tJlle heating
surface it comes in contact with, but also throttles the flow
of steam whereby the liquid lying round the lower coils gets
less heat, the circulation is rendered less vigorous and in-
crustation is encouraged. The difference between the upper
II. HQRIZONTAL TUllE-HEATING ApPARATUS.
and lower resistance varies acc{)rding to the height of the
spiral column, and in the former instance is practically nil.
Here the escaping steam bubbles cm'ry the juice along with
them and under high steam pressure their action is so violent
that the liquid in the vessel rises and care must be taken to
provide it with ample room to so ascend. .
The tubes can only be heated with live ,or return steam
since they have no arrangement for drawing off the ammo-
nia.
From the force of the steam, the tubes are easily rendered
leaky, while repairs are impossible during the working op-
erations.
Yet in spite of theil- faults these heating tubes find abun-
dant employment for they are easily and cbeaply made, and
can ,be adapted t{) fit any shape of vessel.
"",Then the heating tubes are built pretty high so as to ob-
tain a large heating surface, and bave all to be cm-ered witb
juice, trhe relation of the juice surface to the height of the
juice column gets too small, in consequence of which tbe cir-
culation of the juice is considerably reduced.
Ii..
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Acting on the knowledge that a rapid steaming can only be
accomplished with a large steaming area and a low juiee col-
umn, Rillieux, Lexa, Jelinek, and others built closed horizon-
tal cylinders or box-shalJed vessels with a heating system
consisting of a number of narrow tubes of thin section, some-
what inclined to tlIP horizontal and wiNl parallel axes; these
passed into a chamber formed beyond the principal partition,
from whieh the steam was led off by different passages. The
condensation ",a tel' was drained off at the bottom of this
chamber and the gases liberated at the top, so that this ,heat-
ing sJstem was applicahle for juice vapors as well.
In spite of the favorable form of the apparatus, possess-
ing as it did large surfaces and a low juice column, it wa'S
subject to many a breakdown. The employment of long nar-
row tubes entails their being curved round one another, with
the result that condensation water lies in the bends and
hampers the flow of steam.
This drawbaek is likewise met with in the upward flow
of the steam on its wa)' from the chamber into the pipes since
the condensation water is tarried along with it and the steam
thereby gets tooled.
The comparatively large heating surface of the chamber
which is inactive tends also to chill the steam.
Furthermore the tuhes suffer from the steam pressure to
sueh an pxtent that they are often cut through at the stay-
plates. .A repair during the progress of work is out of
III. VERTICAL HEATING ApPARATUS.
question, and afterwards the replacing of a damaged pipe
is a heavy job and involves considerable loss of time.
As in tIte spiral pipes, so here also the circulation of the
juice is hindered through the juice column and the friction
on tho under surfaces of the steam pipes, and when the net-
work of tubes is fairly thick the warm ascending liquid
stream does not allow the colder particles to descend, so that
the circulation in the lower strata ceases.
A more vigorous circulation can only take place in the top-
most portions of the juice and these must be provided with
plenty of room for moving in, as is the case in vessels with
spiral piping. An insufficient circulation likewise results in
incru.stations on the upper surfaces of the pipes, and these
cannot be .l'emoved while work is in pl'ogres~.
'fo obtain a greater circulation the so-called circulators
were intI'oduced. 'fhese were vertical vessels with fixed
heating and a stream of juice fiowing from beneath. They,
however, failed to serve their purpose. As physical laws
would show, a colder and specifically heavier liqUid does not
allow a wanner and specifically lighter one above it when of
the same chemical composition, to descend below it; hence
no circulation can ensue.
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Robert employed a vertieal heating vessel in the apparatus
named after him; it was a vertical cylinder, with a double
bottom and cOl'responding openings; short brass tubes were
fitted inside. The space between the heating tubes and the
double bottom formed the heating chamber. From the lower
bottom two 01' more pipes led off the condensation water, and
from the upper paI't tIte gases escaped.
'TIhe juices cirwlated through the pipes, wItile the latter
were surrounded by the steam; the condensation water drained
down the outer surface of the pipes and collected at the bot-
tom.
If the drainpipes do 1I0t suffice to let off rapidly the con-
densatioll water from tlw furthest parts, the whole heating
surface of the lower chamber is covered with this water and
is rendered useless.
On boiling the juke. vapors arise and come into contact
with the upper partition, whereupon, as in the draining off
of the condensation water' in the lower chamber, the heating
influence of the steam is reduced.
On heating the jui('es in the pipes tJ1e steam-bubbles de-
veloped rise vigorously upwards. jolting the liquid along with
them; but the latter keeps falling" 'ba.ck, to be thrown up-
wards again and again.
It is self-evident that to surmount a higher juice column a
IV. OTHER HEATING SYSTEMS.
greater heating energy is needed; so that, therefore, in
the lowest portions where the greatest transfer of 'heat'
should take place, stagnation reigns.
Piedboet introduced a large pipe in the middle of the heat-
ing surface with the object of allowing the cooler portions
of the liquid to descend to the bottom and thus circulate the
juice.
This circulation, however, ,only occurs in the immediate
neighborihood of this large pipe and has practically no in-
fluence on the juice in the more distant pipes.
With the further object of encouraging a circulation, lit-
tle slips of wood were inserted in the middle of the pipes
with the object of lessening the juice column and increasing
the circulation. As these got loose or easily broken they
entirely failed in their object.
These vertical heating apparatuses have the advantage
over the horizontal type in that the incrustations are here,
not on the outside of the tubes but inside; consequently they
are easy of access for cleaning purposes during progress of
work without any considerable loss of time, and damaged
tubes can be eliminated by simply closing up both ends. ~..d
, ~J
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It is easily seen t,hat in the above-mentioned heating sys-
tems a rational cooking and steaming process has not been at-
tained.
\V. Greiner endeavored to prevent the chilling of the steam
by his system which consisted of short bent tubes, overlay-
ing one another, with a single entrance for the steam; the
condensation water was led off independently from each pipe
in one direction.
Marky, Bromovsky, and Schulz followed this plan with a
heating apparatus consisting of vertically curved tubes of D-
Sihape, in which the condensation water dripping from all
parts to the bottom bend was led off from there by a com-
mon pipe. As, however, both these systems cannot be heated
with juice vapors, are difficult of access, and therefore are
uncontrollable in the event of their getting out of order, they
have consequently achieved no appreciable success.
An improved steam heating was thereupon obtained by in-
jecting the juices against the ,heating tubes whereby the
heating surface was artificially increased; this principle has
been used in the superposed steam-heating apparatus and
with rotating heating systems.
During the last few years the circulation heating cham-
bers of W. vVitkowicz have been gradually introduced into
the sugar industry. The construction and installation of
430
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these in the different juice receptacles give an ideal circu-
lation and steam heating.
The fundamental principle of the construction of this
heating chamber consists in the use of pipes crossing each
other at a high angle, their ends being directed to the op-
posite walls of a hermetically sealed vessel, which is sunk
in the liquid about to ,be warmed. The heating steam is in-
troduced into the interior of the chamber, and heats the
liquid present in the pipes.
These heating chambers are installed in the liquid in such
a way that they rest on a cornel' of the wrought-iron prism,
where a support for leading off the condensation water is
likewise fixed. In tJlis way the pipes crossing each other are
placed at an angle of 45°. In the upper corner of the prism
there is a support for the escape of gases. The support for-
the injection of steam is in the middle of the front wall. The
heating chamber is provided with a vessel for the reception
of the condensation water.
The pipes are not made longer than 850 Mm., and these are
the ordinary Mannesmann steel pipes, with a metal thick-
ness of 11- to 2 Mm., and of different diameters for different
purposes. So, for example, for warming the diffusion juices
the diameter of the pipes is 29 to 40.5 Mm.; for warming the
saturated thin and thick syrups, 22 to 32 Mm.; for steam
heating apparatus, 20 to 29 Mm.; for syrup boiling and crys-
tallization of by-products, 40 to 50 Mm.; for boiling to grain
of first product, 69 to 72 Mm. These circulation heating
chambers give the following results of co-efficients of trans-
mission:-
For Diffusion Juice.-In the case of direct steam heating~
12 to 18; of heating with exhaust steam, 10 to 14.
For Scums.-vVith direct steam, 14 to 20; exhaust steam,
10 to 16.
For Thin and Concentrated Syrups.-With direct steam~
18 to 25; with exhaust steam, 15 to 20.
For boiling down juice, 45 to 70; 1st chamber, 40 to 60;
2nd chamber, 35 to 40; 3rd chamber, 30 to 45; 4th chamber,
28 to 40.
For first product vacuum pan, syrup boiler and crystallizers,
25 to 35.
According to the fall of temperature, the lower, higher, or-
average figure is reckoned.
Tbe circulation beating c,bambers can easily be fixed intO'
any receptacle, also in a pipe, indeed, in every place where'
it is a question of increasing the heating surface in a small
space.
The typical installation of the heating chamber necessi-
tates a quick drawing off of the condensation water, redu<....
ing its contact with the heating 'surface and the steam to a
minimum. As the rapid drawing off of ammonia is provided
for in the upper part of the heating chamber, the heating
steam remains in close contact with the whole heating sur-
face.
The setting up of the heating chamber and the typical in-
stallations of the network of pipes result in the fact that the
warmed liquid cannot stream 'back, but is thrown out of the
pipes in suob a way that it flows downward towards the
ground, describing a parabolic curve.
Through the uninterrupted movement of the liquid in the
pipes, an action is set up in the lower orifices -of the pipes,
whereby the liquid falling to the ground is taken up again
and back on the other side in the same way, so that an un-
interrupted circulation is set up in the form of a horizontal
8, whioh in high temperatures is so pronounced that it may
be followed with the eye. Even with the lowest tempera-
tures, the circulation is satisfactory.
In consequence of this, the pipes are hardly ever, if at all,
misplaced, and owing to their accessibility, they can easily
be cleaned during the process of working.
'rhe advantage of the circulation chambers appears in the
hig1her coefficients of transmission, as compared with the
previously described heating systems.
If, for instance, in a hOl'izontal steam heating apparatus,
of 240 square metres heating surface, you insert a Witko-
wicz heating chambers of 24 square metres, this will con'e-
spond to the effect of a steam heating apparatus of 320
square metres.
'1'lw circulation heating chambers may be used advanta-
geously at different stages of manufacture. As an example
of their efIiciency, I may say that in the sugar factory at
Auschitz, for t,he warming of the scums after the first satura-
tion, a chamber of 10 square metres heating surface sufficed
to warm a quantity of 8,000 metric cwts. with direct steam
(162°) from 75° to B5° C. 'rhe circulation was so violent that
no incrustation took place, and therefore the cleaning of the
pipes during the whole of the campaign was unnecesslll'.'"
By fixing these heating chambers in already existing steam
heating and boiling apparata, we can considerably inercase
their :heating surface and thus augment the circulation of
the syrups.
So in Auschitz we increased the heating surface of an
old vertical first product vacuum pan from 20 sq. metres
heating surfaee. thr<'H1gh the fixing up of two 'Vitkowicz
heating chambers, to 35 sq. metres. The boiling of the thi.ck
syrup to string-proof was carried out with these two cham-
bers, and Nle 'boiling lasted only half the time employed
formerly. The masse-cnite boiled to 96;6 dry substance
flowed freely out of the pipes of a diameter of 72 mm.
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With steam heating and water apparata fitted with heat-
chambers, all danger' from inactive parts of the chambers are
av,oided, as well as the costly renewing year by year of the
heating pipes.
The steam-heating effect of this apparatus amounts to 100
kilogs. of water per one sq. metre of heating surface for one
hour.
From tlhe foregoing observations it will be seen that cir-
culation heating chambers mark an important progress in
the method of steam using. The practical heating effect is
brought considerably closer to the theoretical, and the reo
sult appears in the technical tout-ensemble.-Oesterreich-
Ungarische Zeitschrift.
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SEEDLING CANES IN TRINIDAD.
The experiments with seedling canes have been continued
with satisfactory results. From the seedlings raised at St.
Clair there is now a selection of canes which class themselves
with some of the best raised in other colonies. Through the
kindness of Professor's Hanison and vVatts, I have been able
to procure type specimens of a few varieties grown in Deme-
rara and Antigua. Grown in Barbados, the Trinidad canes
have proved true to the value shown'by the local examination,
and in some cases they have shown to even better advantage.
It was suggested by a leading planter that trials should be
made of canes planted in alternate rows, and in accordance
therewith the Arangues "Bourbon" and the "Caledonian
Queen" were planted side by side in long rows. It was soon
discovered that the "Caledonian Queen" was much the strong-
er of the two varieties, and the result of the yield, with the
analysis, made this still more apparent. ' "Caledonian Queen"
yielded at the rate of 35 tons to the acre while the "Bour-
bon" only gave 28 tons, the percentage of sucrose of the
former being 18.9 and of the latter 15.45. Another "Bour·
bon" which is of a different character, yielded at the rate of
25.87 tons to the acre, but it was planted adjacent to weaker
varieties, which in some measure accounts for its better yield.
The yield in sucrose of this variety of "Bourbon" was 17.14.
The difference in the sucrose yield of the two "Bourbons" is
to be clearly accounted for by their individual characteristics,
taken together with the conditions of environment. Close
observation led us to doubt the identity of the two "Bour-
bons," and the matter was discussed in the Departmental
1079.050
Esti-
lbs. mated
oer sugar,
gallon tons Specific
Glucose. per acre. gravity.
.125 3.15 1078
.140 .38 1072
1·9530·50
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Caledonian Queen.. .18.09
SBASOX lIIAY, 1903.
lbs.
per
Bourbon- Per cent. Per cent. gallon
Sucrose. Glucose. Sucrose.
Colonial Coo's cane .. 17.14 1.25 1.849
l\ranguez 15.45 1.40 1.656
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In previous years the result of the Aranguez yield was simi-
lar, but the estimated yield of sugar for 1903, must not be
taken to be an accurate one for this variety as it happens to
be based upon the returns of an experimental plot, planted in
a particular manner, which allowed one cane to take ad-
vantage of another. Caledonian Queen and Bourbon were
planted in alternate rows, a suggestion of an experienced
planter; the result being that the former overgrew the latter.
The result is seen in the fact that while the Caledonian is over-
average. as to weight per acre, the Bourbon is much under
average. 'rhe Caledonian Queen practically overgrew and
robbed the Bourbon of its nutriment to such a degree that I
estimate the area on which'the calculations should have been
based. should have been increased by one-fortieth and the
area upon which the Bourbon was grown decreased by the
same amount. Although on the field one-twentieth of an
Bulletin for January, 1904, under the heading of "What is the
Bourbon Cane?" and I give the following extract, as a record
of observations made during the year.
"During the experiments in raising seedling canes at St.
Clair we took fOl' a standard a sample of 'Bourbon' plants
which were selected and presented to the department by the
late Mr. J. S. Wilson of Aranguez estate. For several years
the analysis of this cane showed results below that of the
regular yield of Bourbon canes of estates in other parts of the
island and it was therefore considered questionable whether
there was complete identity between the Bourbon as grown
on different estates or not.
With a view of testing this point I secured plants of the
"Bourbon" grown on one of the Colonial Company's estates
through the kindness of P. Abel, Esq., the attorney of the
company.
The difference between the appearance of the two canes,
and the results of their analysis is equally striking. In the
former the color of the cane is essentially distinct, the Col-
onial Company's cane being a much brighter and cleaner yel-
low than the Aranguez. The habit, weight per acre, and yield
of sugar are also strongly in contrast.
The analytical results are briefly as follows:
; ;
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acre of each cane was planted, yet practically the ground oc-
cupied by each was Caledonian Queen three-fortieths, Bour-
bon one-fortieth, an adjustment which will make a consider-
able difference in the estimate of value of the canes as shown
by the analytical returns. The Caledonian Queen gave a
yield side by side with the Bourbon, as seen in table.
Now, our experiments appeal' to show that we have secured
in what are known as "Bourbon canes," two distinct varieties.
If this is so, a further question may well be asked: Are these
canes merely varieties of the one kind, or have they an inde-
pendent origin?
Personally I am of opinion that there is not· only one, but
dozens of different kinds of the so-called "Bourbon" canes;
which hypothesis would well explain the variable results ob-
tained by different estates.
As a matter of fact, almost any yellow cane, unless it has
some specially marked distinctive feature is called a "Bour-
bon" on the estates; and on our experimental plots, I have
frequently heard seedlings called "Bourbon" which I knew
to have originated from varieties quite distinct from the Bour-
bon and therefore not of the same family or blood relationship
at all.
Such a mixture of varieties as this, if it exists(?), and I
have the opinion of one of the best planters with whom I
have discussed the matter, that it does; cannot be good for the
industry. This gentleman says: "The extremes of readings
for the two Bourbons may be taken to prove what I have al-
ways said, that variations in that cane are as great as any
observed between it and any other varieties." Now, as the
Bourbon has been always taken as a standard in cane experi-
ments, the question arises, what !'Bourbon" has been used?
Is it the same or different to that used in other colonies. If
not, the results of two places working- with a different stand-
ard would not be easily compared. 'fhe question, however,
appears to offer a means for simple solution. Let speci-
mens of the so-called "Bourbon" on each estate be sent to a
central station and grown in plots side by side. The best
kind of "Bourbon" could then easily be selected, and a stand-
ard fixed upon which should be common to all experiment
stations to their considerable benefit. Again it may be pos-
sible, and I consider probable that there may be "Bourbons"
which are disease resisting canes, as well as Bourbons that
easily succumb to Fungi; and this might easily be proved at
the same time.
Further, there may be "BQurbons" that produce fertile seed,
as well as some that are infertile, a possibility which would
explain the power to raise seedlings in one place and not in
another. If one kind could be found of high quality, which
could readily be reproduced from seed, it appears clear, that
!i
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BRI1'I8H GULIY:L
By A. A. 'l'horne.
The one solitary possession of tJle British empire in South
America is the colony of British Guiana, captnred from the
Duteh in 1803 and finally ceded to Great BrHain by treaty
in 1814-15. This colony is one of the five divisions of Guiana,
"wild country," which extends on the northern coast of South
America from tlle mouth of the Orinoco to that: of the Ama-
zon, and lies between 8 degs. 40 mins. nort,h, 3 degs. 30 mins.
"
the chances of ,getting improved canes would be greater,
coming from the long acknowledged best of the cane tribe,
than from canes whose claim to public favor is not in any
way so prominently put forward.
'What is the BQurbon cane? "We have not answered the
question and did not set out to answer it, but write to raise
a working hypothesis which may give a solution to a question
which, when carefully looked at; appears to be of considerable
importance to the sugar interest.
This season it is proposed to eliminate many of the seed-
lings, which have shown insufficient characters to render'them
worthy of general cultivation, and to use the area they have
previously occupied, for extending the cultivation of selected
kinds, so as to afford material for planting on a larger scale.
n would appear from results, that our practice of cutting
annually in May for several years past, has led to a diminution
of seed production, as most of the varieties have produced
either no seed at all, or only small and insignificant quantities.
It is proposed therefore, to select and plant a few of each
,of the best varieties in beds, for seed 'purposes only, and al-
low them to remain over without cutting, for longer periods
than twelve months. Seed collected in October, 1n03, was
small in quantity, but a goodly number of plants were raised
which will appear in due course. It has also been noted that
the seedlings raised during the past foUl' years have not
shown the same variety or the same sucrose content as the
batches raised six or eight years ago; and the evidence ap-
pears to point to this also being due to annual cutting (i. e.)
not allowing the cane sufficient period of growth previous to
the flowering stage, which generally occurs in Trinidad in
October and November of each vear.-Prof. J. H. Hart's An-
nual Report. •
south, and 50 degs. and 68 degs. 30 mins. west; with an esti-
mated area of 690,000 square miles. But little was known
of any of the five divisions of Guiana-Venezuelan, British,
Dutch, French and Brazilian-prior to 1896, when the seiz-
ure by Venezuela of the British outpost at Uruan on the
frontier of what was then supposed to be part of British
Guiana, resulted in the active mediation of the United States
on behalf of Venezuela, and in the declared responsibility of
the United States throughout the western hemisphere be-
cause of the Monroe doctrine. The Guianas had hitherto
been only sugar producing countries with very limited por-
tions of them developed at all, and were just then gaining
the attention of capitalists as gold-bearing territories.
The w,hole coast of British Guiana is flat to an average
depth of fifty miles inland, and this physical feature seemed
to have determined the Dutch to inhabit and develop only
this portion so much resembling Holland. Despite the enor-
mous outlay on canals and sea defences to drain this portion
of the colony and keep -out t,he ocean, the Dutch estates along
the shore proved exceedingly remunerative; and it is not
therefore to be wondered at that the British capitalists-es-
pecially when it is known that they were chiefly Scotsmen-
considered it their duty to confine the development of the
vast colony of 100,000 square miles to some of this small strip
of country estimated under two hundred square miles. The
cane flourished on these lands, fine sugar factories were l'S-
tablished, and Demerara crystals were of such commeeeial
value and repute that "even beet sugars were converted into
Imitations of them and sold as Demerara crystals until the
fraud was consistently exposed in Great Britain and severely
punished within this decade. The population of tlw colouy
(285,000) were all forced to give their sole attent;oil to the
sugar cane industry by the Government of the Ca~(Jll,r, whiCh
would not sell Crown lands in smaller plots than of one hun-
dred acres each up to five years ago; which fostered a peculiar
system of immigration solely for the benefit of the sugar es-
tates, which further aided the sugar industry by allowing the
importation free of duty of all machinery, manures and
chemieals for sugar estates; which made up or defrayed the
cost of the upkepp of Nle roads required by these estates;
which did not tax the mulps and wagons required on sugaL'
estates, while it did severely tax the donkeys and carts of
the peasant farmers j whit-h' discouraged in' every wa~- the
0lwning up of the real country-the 11 illtcrlaud as it is called
-in ('vpry conceivable manner. \Vhen the serious competi·
tion by beet sugar was felt twenty years ago, political moves
were made by the Government and sugar planters to secure
the position of Dpmerara erystals in the British and Ameri-
('an markets. 'fhe cost of production was reduced in a dis-
\,
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knowledge of sugar cane and its cultivation, and tariff dis-
,crimination against the islands. Even after a good crop has
been produced; the crude manner of treating it causes a loss
of the juice of thirty per cent., and there is a further loss in
boiling the same in open kettles.
It is safe to say that nowhere else in the world are there
sugar lands offering advantages equal to those in the Plhilip-
pine Archipelago, and if Oongress would remove the tariff
from Philippine sugar, there is little question that they could
and would, ere long, supply the United States with the greater
portion of the 1,600,000 tons of sugar imported from foreign
eountries. Neither would the islands need encouragement
in the way of bounty to ,hold their own with the beet in the
sugar industry. Apparently this is the rock upon which we,
over there are stranded. The beet sugar growers in the
United States are opposed to giving us a chance, and so far
;Oongress has listened to them. The beet sugar industry has
no natural advantages over cane, and has only outstripped
it on account of the physical, chemical and scientific atten-
tion, and bounties to foster it in Europe and America.
T,he sandy, sedimentary, alluvial soil along the seacoast
and the rich level lands of the interior grow the most phe-
nomenal crops, and longer withstand the crucial test of time
with little or no restoratives. Still many rich valleys in the
mountains are well adapted to the growth of sugar cane.
The cane so far grown there is confined to the green and yel-
low varieties, thought to be of Japanese origin. Tihough
rich in sucrose they are generally small, and therefore insuf-
ficient in tonnage to make the production what it should be,
considering the richness of the soil and the climatic condi-
tion. It is also true that there is a steady decrease in size
on accoun t of improper cultural methods. \Vhich deteriora-
tion is accompanied by an 'increase of fibre, representing a
further loss at the mill. The many useful striped, rose and
purple canes which have helped to bring the Hawaiian
Islands to the fore, have never been cultivated in the Phil-
ippines. The Bureau of Agriculture and Oapt. Ahern of the
Philippine Bureau of Forestry, are endeavoring to introduce
Hawaiian canes there, and good results are confidently ex-
pected.
The suggestion made that the public lands be leased for a
sufficiently long term and low rate, to induce capital to re-
claim t,he agricultural lands of the islands, would no doubt
prove a great incentive to the sugar industry there. The
poor people are too poor to reclaim the wild lands, and there-
fore it will be necessary for some inducement to be held out
to capital, and as it is not the policy of the United States
to allow capitalists and corporations to purchase large tracts
of public lands, the leasing plan might prove to be the proper
\
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The production of sugar in t,he Philippines is another sad
story of neglect and lack of good methods and a proper
By Eber O. Smith, of the Philippine Exposition Board.
SUGAR IN THE PHILIPPINES.
creditable manner, that has left painful results. Large es-
tates were amalgamated so as. to dispense with much of the
skilled labor required. Indentured immigrants were brought
from India by the Government in thousands annually to
flood the labor market of the estates. The price of unskilled
labor in the cane-fields sank to twenty-four cents per day.
The owners of the estates curtailed factory.expenses, and
wou'ld not further equip them, but rapidly made what profit
was possible in addition to the entire recovery of their cap-
ital; then mercilessly "cropped and abandoned" these es-
tates, caring nothing at all for the thousands who were thus
thrown out of active employment without the means of find-
ing a livelihood elsewhere in the colony, and still prevented
by the laws enacted from being assisted to emigrate to the
neighboring countries. The reader will, no doubt, ask if the
proprietors were not possessed of common human instincts,
and why they did not endeavor to start other industries with
the capital they with keen commercial forethought got back
from these very sugar estates. He must at once be told that
the propl'ietors of these estates lived in Great Britain, hardly
()r never visited their sugar estates in British Guiana, knew
little 01' nothing of the conditions of the laborers they em-
ployed, took no interest in them or in the colony, except to
safe guard their own interests to the detriment of all else.
British Guiana bore an unenviable reputation for its yellow
fever and only white men of no account in their native lands
could be got to go there to dwell. These men would so man-
age the estates that they eventually became the proprietors
()f the several estates they controlled, as the absentee pro-
prietors decided to sell; and in vcry many instances they
purchased these estates so cheap that the dismantling of the
sugar factories and selling of the machinery and bricks in
them alone and at once repaid them the wrhole price they
gave. And the Government yet allowed this ruin of the once
great sugar colony because the officials of this Orown colony
were of the same type as the managers and overseers of the
estates for the very reason already given.-Boston Transcript.
! ;
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thing. After the termination of leases, the land could be
readily sold upon long terms to the small farmer. Whioh
must be the object ultimately to be obtained-that is, to have
the masses own their own homes.
It is impossible to state with any degree of accuracy how
much land there is in the islands adapted to the growing
of sugar cane, or how long it will take to develop the in-
dustry to that degree of ·w.hich the country is capable, but
the writer believes it can only be done along the lines pointed
out. That the Philippine Islands offer a profitable industry
for American energy and capital in the production of sugar
there is no doubt. It is to be hoped that the United States
Government will remove hampering restrictions at least, if
definite encouragement is not given.-Louisiana Planter.
THE BRUSSELS CONVENT/ON.
R G. Duncan in Demerara Argosy.
In reviewing the effects of the abolition of the bounties,
various considerations present themselves, the more import-
apt, of course, being the sugar crops of the world during the
past few years, and the comparative prices obtained for sugar
from time to time. In HlOO, the world's total crop of sugar
was 9,600,000 tons, consisting of 3,600,000 tons of cane, and
6,000,000 of beet. In 1901, the .crop amounted to 11,000,000
tons, 4,000,000 being cane. and 7,000,000 beet. The sugar
crops of 1902 were 9,850,000 tons, 4,150,000 being cane, and
5,700,000 beet. In 1903, crops reached 10,300,000 tons, of
which 4,300,000 were cane, and 6,000,000 beet. The average
prices realized for 88 per cent. beet sugar, f. o. b. Hamburg
were: 1900, lOs. per cwt.; 1901, 8s. 11d.; 1902, 6s. 4d.; 1903,
8s. 5d., and 1904, average to end of July, 8s 9d., today's quota-
tion being lOs. 6d.
The effect of the enormous quantit;y of sugar made in 1901
is clearly seen in the extremely low range of prices which
prevailed in the following year. When the Convention came
into force, the visible supplies of ready sugar amounted to
2,300,000 tons, and on 1st January this year supplies avail-
able were estimated at about 3,500,000 tons. Today visible
supplies are estimated at 2,000,000 tons. In view of the im-
mense stock of sugar on hand when the Convention was rati-
fied, it was natural to expect that its immediate effect on
AN UPHILL FIGHT.
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prices would be unimportant. It is only now, after the lapse
of a year that the results of the abolition of bounties are being
felt. For the ten months, 1st September, 1903, to 30th June,
1904, the increased consumption of sugar on the Continent
of Europe, as compared with the previous corresponding
period, amounts to, in round figures, 600,000 tons. It is evi-
dent that the large surplus stock of sugar which has weighed
down the markets of the world for several years is steadily
disappearing.
It was anticipated that the Convention would bring about
two very marked results, namely, an increase in the consump-
tion on the Continent of Europe, and a reduction in the area
devoted to the growth of beet. The first hope has been fully
realized, and apparently there has been some curtailment of
. the acreage under beet culture, although not, perhaps, to the
extent expected. It has been stated by competent authori-
ties that an average price of lOs. per cwt. f. o. b. Hamburg if'!
necessary to cover the expenses in connection with the growth
and manufacture of beet sugar. A glance at the prices ruling
during the past three years shows that it would have been im-
possible to profitably export beet sugar without the aid of
bounties.
~j ,
As far as British Guiana is concerned, I can safely say that
in 1901-02-03 not only have proprietors of estates earned no
interest on the capital invested, but, on the whole, seriotls
losses have been sustained, notwithstanding th~ Imperial
grant-in-aid, amounting to about £1 per acre, paid partly in
1902 and partly in 1903. The area under cane has not, how-
ever, been reduced, and the total sugar crop of the colony com-
pares favourably with that of past years. On the other hand,
the owners of several plantations have not been able to main-
tain their buildings, machinery and cultivation in good order,
owing to the lack of sufficient capital, and these plantations
are now undergoing the process of abandonment. Most of
the absentee proprietors, with capital at their command, have
been able to meet losses, and at the same time maintain and
improve the equipment and cultivation of their estates.
There is every reason to hope that prices having again reach-
ed a paying level, past losses will be recouped, and a fair in-
terest earned on the capital invested. The advance in prices
has been more rapid than anyone predicted. It seems that
the prevalence of a drought on tbe Continent. and the pros-
pect of a short crop caused thereby, have had considerable
influence in forcin~ up rates. It can. however, be stated witb
some degree of certainty, that the future price of beet will
not range much, if at all, below lOs. per cwt. The prefer-
CONFIDENCE RESTORED.
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The ratification of the Convention has restored confilience
in the sugar industry, and improved its credit. It will un-
doubtedly be instrumental in preventing the alarming fluc-
tuation of prices, characteristic of past years. 'With a range
The jam makers and confectioners in the mother country
have complained bitterly of the increased cost.of sugar,
caused, as they assert, by the abolition of bounties. They
forget that in 1900 beet averaged lOs. per cwt., and th~y evi-
dently assume that the rate of 6s. 4d. per cwt. recorded dur-
ing 1902 represented the true value of sugar, while as a mat-
ter of fact, it was far below the natural cost of production,
and its continuance meant ruin to the producer who was not
assisted by bounties. The sugar duty imposed by Sir
Michael Hicks-Beach in 1901, varying from 2s. lld. to 4s. 2d.
per cwt. according to quality, increased the price to the Eng-
lish buyel', who erroneously arrived at the conclusion that the
Convention, and not the imposition of sugar duties, occasioned
the dearness. Even with the addition of the duty,
sugar in England is still rimch cheaper than it is on the
Continent.
RUM V. CATTLE FOOD.
CONFECTIONER'S STRANGE REASONING.
Of late years the planters here have suffered mlich loss,
owing to the extraordinary decrease in the value of rum. In
1900, the average price per gallon of rum in London was ls.
9d.; in 1901, ls. 3d.; in 1902, lld.; in 1903, 9d.; in 1904, T~d.
In other words, the rum produced per ton sugar is worth $6
less today than it was in 1900. This makes a serious differ-
ence when the total value of the crop comes to be reckoned,
and it is to be hoped that a big reduction in the output will be
followed by a considerable increase in the value of the spirit.
The manufacture of cattle food is being taken up III earn-
est. In this way, a large proportion of the molasses, which
now goes to make rum, will be utilized in making cattle food.
ential treatment granted by Canada to sugar imported from
British colonies, has proved a considerable boon to the West
Indies and this colony. The full effects of the treaty for re-
ciprocal trade relations between the United States and Cuba
have not yet been felt, but it is evident the United States
market will not in the future offer the same advantages as
the chief outlet for our sugar that it has done in the past.
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SUGAR BEET GROWING EXPERIMENTS IN GREAT
BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
of prices equal in value to lOs. per cwt. for 88 per cent. beet,
and with an ample and reliable labour supply, the sugar es-
tates of British Guiana should once more become a reasonably
safe and sound investment for capital."
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Through the efforts of Mr. Sigmund Stein, of LiYerpool,
sugar expert, and under his direction, farmers of Great
Britain and Ireland have for some years past conducted
experiments in the growing of sugar beets, with the view
of ultimately developing the sugar business in the United
Kingdom to the point of furnishing sufficient supply for
home consumption, which hope has been more firmly
grounded since the abolition of bounties by the Continental
sugar countries, as per the Brussels Convention.
Experiments were conducted in 1903 by fifty-two farm-
ers, thirty-five in England, fifteen in Scotland and two in
Ireland, and the results were highly gratifying though due
to an unfavorable growing season the average yield per
acre was but 14.5 tons of beets, as compared with the aver-
age of seventeen tons obtained from experiments made the
previous six years. By comparing the analyses of the beets
grown under 1\11'. Stein's direction with those grown in Ger-
many (for the latter taking 1\11'. F. O. Licht's figures), it is seen
that the average weight of beets grown in Great Britain is
about 65 per cent. greater than the German grown, and that
the quantity of sugar is one hundred parts of juice and co-
efficient of purity are also higher than shown for the German
beet crop of 1903.
From the above, it would seem that, with educated farmers,
and a plentiful supply of labor, the sugar industry in Great
Britain should soon be put on {L commercial basis. and the
news that arrangements have been made to secure a large traet
of land in Ireland for beet cultivation is a hopeful augury that
1\11'. Stein's (~fforts are at last about to bear fruit.-Federal
Reporter.
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Our readers will be surprised to learn that there has been
an actual decrease in the sugar consumption of the United
States and England during the end of 1903. .
1\11'. Sachs, the well-known authority, says that the English
sugar consumption was in:
A decrease for three months of 15,000 tons. In fact, dur-
ing the past three years there has been a notable decrease
from January to the end of November. The commmption in
1901 was 1,539,000 tons, while in 1903 it was 1,243,000; this
means 300,000 tons less, due possibly to the existing duty. In
the United States, where white sugar is consumed, from Sep-
tember 1 to November 30, 1903, the sugar consumption was
396,287 tons, while in 1902, during the same period, it was
467,50n tons, or a decrease for three months of 71.,000 tons.
The estimated world's production for 1n03-1904 is about 700"
000 tons greater than that of 1902-1n03, and as the total sugar
on hand continues to be very high, it is recommended that the
sugar manufacturers of Continental Europe, for their own
protection, decrease for the coming- campaign the contracted
area in beets as compared with previous years.-The Sugar
Beet.
DECREASE IN SUGAR CONSUMPTION OF UNITED
STATES AND ENGLAND.
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